March 2015

ATC Evening
For those who didn’t go to the evening hosted by BAe at Warton the other week, you
missed a real treat. Living where I do, it’s now clear why fast jets approach the airfield on a
particular track at certain times.
I’m pretty sure the promise of free drink and food had nothing to do with the superb turnout
of around 300 local pilots, but it meant that even with the sardine seat-packing, there were
still some standing at the rear.
The ATC guys talked about their LARS (Lower Airspace Radar Service) capability, which is
pretty impressive and can see most traffic for quite some distance, so if you want to talk to
them for any reason, then give them a call on the radio on 129.525. They won’t bite you!
They also dropped into the presentation a suggestion that the airspace north of the
Manchester TMA could well change in the future to a multi-level approach path system into
Manchester Airport. This could impact on the Chipping Box and Pete Desmond was
extremely fast on picking up on this fact and will watch out for developments.
We were also treated to an excellent and at times, humorous presentation by Steve Forward
who heads up the UK Airprox board. Steve is an ex-military fast jet jockey, who has and still
flies some pretty impressive stuff, but guess what? He’s just taken up gliding. Why is that
important? Because he sees some pretty high-up people in various government
departments on a regular basis, which just has to be good news for us and GA in general. In
fact, his enthusiasm was so infectious, the organiser of the event, Eddie Nickson, has
expressed an interest to come and have a flight with us. Result!
Phil Punt - CFI

The AGM

The Annual General Meeting of Bowland Forest Gliding Club Ltd
will be held on Thursday, 16th April 2015 at 8.00 pm at:
Preston Grasshoppers RFC
Lightfoot Green Lane
Fulwood
Preston
PR4 0AP
Please note the change of venue!
A map to the Grasshoppers Club is available on our website at
http://www.bfgc.co.uk/members.html

Please try to attend if you can, as we need your input on matters of importance to
the club. Please remember that only Life Members and Full Members who have paid
their subs for the year will be eligible to vote.
N.B. In the .pdf version of this Newsletter, Internet links are now active and can be clicked through - Ed
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Instrument Flight Rating
You’ll have heard a lot about the plans for an
EASA Instrument Flight Rating, which will allow
glider pilots to fly in cloud, (just like they used
to be able to before European intervention! Good old EASA!)
Well, the chatting is over, (finally) and EASA has
asked clubs to come forward with plans to
instigate training and testing policies for
Instrument Flight Training.

Always at the forefront of innovation in training
initiatives, the CFI asked the guys on the apron if
they could come up with a two-seater mod that
would make instrument flying realistic. Quick as
a flash, with the help of some wire wool and a bit
of elbow grease, they came up with this patent
“Cloud Flying Canopy” mod. What a proactive lot
they are!
As a result however, it looks like we will only be
able to use CRT for IFR training in future, as John
Harter took one look, threw a strop and refused
to polish the canopy back to the way it was!
Thanks to Malcolm Baldwin for submitting the photos
(and for the loan of the wire wool) - Ed.

Club Clothing
There is a Club Clothing order list up in the clubhouse
kitchen.
If you want to order a Club Logo sweatshirt, rugby shirt,
fleece, polo shirt etc. please put your name on the list
as soon as possible, stating the item of clothing required
with the correct size and colour.
I will send off the orders as soon as I think that the list
is complete and the payment will be made through your
club account as usual.
Margaret Wooller
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CFI’s Notes
Because I was forced to go on a skiing holiday, with the accompanying off-piste activities, I
managed to miss the latest CFI’s meeting. Damn it!
Fortunately, reinforcements were sent and I was later duly updated with the latest firmware,
chief of which revolved around the annual accidents and incidents report.
Published every year, it shows improvements in some areas and not so in others and every
year we all try to analyse the trends and see what we can do in the future to make it a safe
environment. The stark truth is though, unless you keep your brain in gear, no amount of
talking is going to save you from a nasty experience.
I won’t go through all the nitty-gritty, but here’s what your priorities are for this year:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Collision: LOOKOUT. Your life (and someone else’s!) depend on it.
Integrity: Meticulous rigging, DI and pre-flight checks.
Stall/Spin: Under stress, overload or distraction, FLY THE GLIDER!
Winch: Follow BGA advice to avoid cartwheel and stall/spin.
Aerotow: Follow BGA advice to avoid tug upsets.

If you want more information, then talk to any instructor.
Anyhow, now that the daffodils and crocuseseses have shown us warmer weather is on its
way, our thoughts turn to the season ahead and our own in-house leagues. These will run
exactly the same as last year, with points being awarded for going around some local
turnpoints and for those more adventurous pilots, further afield. Remember, there are some
free launches to be had from winning, so get your claims in to me as soon as you can.
Also, I’m hoping the Easter comp will prove to be a bit of fun, with the usual prizes, so if
you fancy a go, either as a solo pilot or by making up a team in a two seater, daily briefing
will be at 9:00am and will run on all four days. Carol is arranging an end of comp do, of
which she will let us know more nearer the time.
Finally, on the instructor front, we are aware of our own shortcomings, (approaching old
age and the need to keep a healthy number on the books) and to this end we are
progressing three new candidates. Graeme Alexander is going through the new Flight
Instructor four-part module training, so should effectively pop out the other end as a FI, or
in old money, an Assistant Rated Instructor. Then, Laura Maksymowicz and John Knowles
have both agreed to go through the Basic Instructors course that we can do in-house, so if
you see some strange goings on in the air, (more than usual that is), then you know what’s
happening.
Here’s to a good season.
Happy Flying!
Phil Punt - CFI
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Musings of a New Member
Last August, I finally accepted the fact that the
combination of advanced years and diminished
income meant that I would never achieve my long
standing ambition to regain my PPL, (achieved in
the early 60’s courtesy of the Junior Wings Award
Scheme).
I had tried gliding some ten years ago in a K21 at
BFGC and disgraced myself by almost making an
unseemly mess in the cockpit. For the life of me, I
couldn’t find the brown paper bag as supplied in all
well-run airlines. Thankfully, I managed not to
throw up. I decided then that, while gliding might
be exciting, the main point of flying to my mind
was that it took you from A to B with style. Gliders,
on the other hand, seemed to just go round in
circles. However, I eventually decided that if I was going to fly, then the only affordable
way to do it was in a glider. So I took myself along to the club, introduced myself, paid the
joining fee and started learning.
Oh, how the mighty fall! I modestly recounted my flying experience over the years, PPL at
17-ish followed by intermittent flights courtesy of mates over the years, culminating in a
front seat flight in an Extra 300 owned by the Blades, doing a full-on four ship aerobatic
display over Cowes, during which I wasn’t even a bit sick, (dosed to the eyes with Kwells,
yes. Sick, no).
It took me all of the first lesson to realise that I was starting from scratch again. Or even
scratch minus 3. In the 60’s I’d learned on a tail-dragging Auster; noisy, brutal and
unforgiving. If I could handle that, I thought, how hard can a glider be? Carefully, I
applied my hard-learned skills; stick and rudder together, keep the nose up, look left for
the target heading and keep looking there till the nose lined up. Yes? No. Look left,
memorise, look ahead, bit of left stick, lots (LOTS) of left rudder, centralise stick, back off
rudder a bit, keep the neck screwing round the horizon on lookout. Where was that damn
heading? Nose up. NOSE UP! Rattle, rattle, ASI dropping through 35. HELP!
Slowly, I started to make progress, much slower than I
hoped, but who cares, I’m flying! Other aspects of club
membership showed less progress, however.
What’s the first lesson to learn at BFGC? Safety procedures?
Nope. Straight and level? Nope. Shepherding! That’s the first
skill to acquire. Go to bottom of field, persuade all our
woolly chums up to the top and through the gate, secure the
gate, trudge back through the mud to the hangar. What, a
2km walk? Well, I suppose I need the exercise. Then comes
the day when I drive in, lots of people already here, so I
open the gate and drive on to the car park. Into the
clubhouse, brew coffee, just relaxing with my first dose of
caffeine replacement therapy of the day when in storms
Roger. “What prat left the gate open?” he storms. Well, I
think he said prat. “Me” I humbly admit. “Well, get out
there and clear the sheep out of the caravan park” he said.
By the time I got back, my coffee was cold and people were
getting gliders out of the hangar. Lesson learned, but why
the %”$%* did no one ever explain exactly WHY the gate
was always, always shut?
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Same for tractors. Can
you drive a tractor?
Yes? Go and pull that
glider back down here.
About to start off when
someone runs over and
tells me to wait as
another plane is on
finals. Waited, did the
retrieve, was parking
the thing when
someone comes across
and patiently and
clearly explains why I
should never allow
anyone close to the tractor while it’s in gear. No, I never had been given the tractor
briefing. What’s to learn about tractor driving? “Oh and by the way,” my new mentor told
me, “When you’re driving the tractor, you’re in charge. Pilot and student must follow your
instructions”. Later on, another kind and concerned member re-briefed me on retrieves.
“Just remember,” he solemnly told me, “the pilot/ instructor is always in charge. You must
do as they say at all times”??? Then on to the big stuff. Cable tow! Nice and slow on the
first pull of the day, I was told, so the winchman can check the cables for whatever he
checks for. Lots of sighing and foot tapping as I carefully take 15 minutes to bring the
cables from the winch up to the DP Van. Be a while before I get asked to do that again!
Winter. Not a lot of flying. Bits and bats to do in the workshop. I feel privileged to be
entrusted with minor but essential little jobs in the workshop. I did admit defeat when
trying to paint the trailer in the hangar. It was so cold that the paint wouldn’t adhere to
the metal! It’s getting warmer now but hey, the gliders are out and who wants to be in the
hangar when we could be flying?
Well, I’m six months into it now and loving every minute of it. I’ve got over my arrogant
supposition that if I can fly a PA28, then a glider will be a doddle. It’ll take me time to
learn, so I’ll take my time and learn properly. It doesn’t matter that I’ve not gone solo.
The important thing is that I’m flying. But can I make a plea? Intro flights are great,
reassuring, well taught and enjoyable. Can we please raise the intro to non-flying ops to
the same high standard. I felt that because I assumed (wrongly) that I knew what I was
doing, everyone made the same assumption – and then became exasperated when I
spectacularly demonstrated my incompetence.
Great club. Great flying. Great people. Just – please – sort out the ancillary ops
inductions and we’ll not just be great, we’ll be terrific!
John Lyden

Quick Quote!
“It's when things are going just right that you'd better be suspicious. There you are, fat
as can be. The whole world is yours and you're the answer to the Wright brothers’
prayers. You say to yourself, nothing can go wrong ... all my trespasses are forgiven.
Best you not believe it.“
- Ernest K. Gann - The Black Watch, 1989.
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Scene from Above

The Pennine fells of the Eden Valley, looking South towards Warcop

A Sense of History

This month, for those of you
who are wondering how
you’d ever cope without your
audio vario, moving-map
software, flight computer,
Flarm, integrated logger, or
EDS oxygen kit and are
scratching your head to work
out where on earth the latest
gizmo can possibly be
squeezed onto your
overcrowded panel, I
present a photo from a
simpler age.
Behold, the bare-bones
instrument panel of the
club’s Cadet, purchased in
1952. Everything a glider
pilot could wish for!
With virtually nothing to look at, it was guaranteed you’d keep your head out of the
cockpit. (A situation that was also helped by the fact that the Cadet didn’t have a canopy!)
Halcyon days!
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BGA Conference
Alison and I attended the BGA conference and awards dinner on Saturday 7th March, to pick
up the Height Gain pot. A good time was had, with much merriment and frolicking.
Whist at the conference, Phil asked if I would attend the CFI meeting on his behalf. It was
run by Mike Fox and Kev Atkinson. We also attended a few of the very informative lectures
through the day. Phil though it would be a good idea to pass on the information.

There having been 4 mid-air collisions in
2014. This was obviously a cause for
concern and Kev Atkinson (an
ex-military fast jet pilot) talked
about situational awareness and collision avoidance in
thermals. The main points were:
• The radius of your turn is very dependent on speed ...
Therefore, if you have a glider in your blind spot, increasing your speed will widen your
turn and the other glider could turn inside you, increasing the risk of collision.
• If you are not happy with another glider in your blind spot, look out and then accelerate
with the wings level, so that you are leaving the thermal and putting distance between you
and them.
• If you join a thermal, do it so that gliders already in the thermal can see you.
• Don’t fly in someone else’s blind spot. If you do, you are accepting total responsibility
for collision avoidance.
• If they don’t know you are there, don’t expect them to consider you when manoeuvring.
• If you are nervous joining other gliders in a thermal, or them joining you, practice with
an instructor.
• In military flying, if you point the nose of your aircraft ahead of the one in front, you will
cut the corner and close on the other aircraft. This may be what you want if you are trying
to get your guns to bear, but in a thermal? You will close and possibly put yourself in
danger of collision, so ...
• If you point your nose, (OK, your glider’s nose!) ahead of the other, you will get closer.
If you point your nose behind, you will increase the gap.
• When looking at other gliders in the thermal, look at where their nose is pointing in
relation to you. If ahead, they will get closer.
• Check out the BGA’s new leaflet on best practice in thermals.
And finally - the most important one:
•

Lookout is vital to save your and other pilots’ lives.

Flarm
The next session followed the same theme and was about use of Flarm to avoid collision.
If you don’t know what Flarm is, look on the Flarm web site. We are considering fitting
Flarm to the club aircraft, so this is important.
Main points:
• The Flarm position indicator displays where the target aircraft is in relation to the track
of your glider, so there may be errors in strong winds where heading and track are very
different. There is an upgrade due which may help with this.
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• The aircraft or paraglider that you collide with may not have Flarm fitted. Don’t rely on
it to do your lookout for you.
• Read the manual, understand how it works, what the limitations are and what the
display is showing.
• The display may have errors, but the audio warning means there is an aircraft close by.
If you hear a warning, don’t focus on the display, LOOK OUT!
• Even if the display is telling you where to look, collision avoidance trials have shown
that it does not mean you will necessarily see the other glider.
The main take-away’s are that Flarm may help, but there is no substitute for good lookout
and be careful that concentrating on the Flarm display does not reduce your lookout and
increase, not reduce, your chances of a collision.
Paul Myers

The Philosopher’s Tone!

In any organisation, rumour and gossip are bound to flourish, while politics and in-fighting can
sometimes get out of hand. I thank Mark Johnson for spotting this classical cautionary tale and
submitting it for your consideration. (I leave it to you to draw your own moral conclusions. -Ed.)
The Greek philosopher, Socrates, had his own opinion on rumour, gossip and slander and
there is a tale of how he was approached by one of his students, who ran up to him
excitedly one day. "Socrates," he panted, “do you know what I've just heard about
Diomedes?"
Before he could utter another word, Socrates stopped him and told him that before he'd
listen any further, he wanted to know if the information he was about to hear would pass his
triple filter test. The student looked perplexed.
"Firstly," asked Socrates sagely, "have you made absolutely sure that what you are about to
tell me is absolutely true?" "Well, no," replied his pupil, "I just heard about it."
"So, you don't know if what you are about to tell me is true or not? After the filter of truth,
there is the filter of goodness. Is what you are about to tell me about Diomedes something
good?" "Well, no, on the contrary," came the reply.
“So, you want to tell me something bad about Diomedes, even
though you are not certain if it's true or not?" The pupil looked
down at his sandals, feeling more than a little embarrassed.
"The third filter is the filter of usefulness. Is what you are going to
tell me about Diomedes going to be useful?" "No, not really."
"Well," concluded Socrates, "if what you have to tell me is neither
true nor good, or even useful, why tell it to me, or indeed, to
anyone else?"
His pupil was deeply ashamed and took heed of his wise teacher's
words. Socrates' quest for pure knowledge and his refusal to be
tainted with anything other than pure knowledge, was the reason
why he was such a great philosopher and held in such high
esteem. It also explains why Socrates never found out that
Diomedes was shagging his wife!

from Police, Lies and Alibis: The True Story of a Front Line Officer
- By John Donoghue
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Website Updates

The work continues behind the scenes! When I realised we would have to hold back this
newsletter for a week, I decided to use the time to make some changes to the club website.
As a result, you will now find a whole new section available under the menu tab of “Soaring
Fun!” I wanted to try to explain to non glider pilots what it is about soaring that keeps us
coming back for more. The result is an 8-page overview that takes in many aspects of the
soaring life. I hope you’ll find the time to have a look and that you’ll enjoy reading it.
In addition to that (and the continual minor updates that take place on the Members’ page),
I have also made another, (rather large), change to the site.
I was in the club the other Sunday when Glyn, who always likes to wind me up, (you may
have noticed), said that he thought the website would be better if you could click on the
pictures and enlarge them. I gave it some thought and decided to give it a go. I then
spent a glorious couple of days trying to make it happen! It turns out that there were about
200 pictures on the website and to make them enlarge meant a repetitive sequence of 20
clicks and keystrokes for each picture. Do the maths - it took a while! And that was after
I’d already had to scour through thousands of my photos to re-find the large originals of the
thumbnails on the pages. Never mind! I’m not bitter! The job is done and I agree with Glyn
that the website is better for it! I hope you think so too.
One last comment on the website. Like many others, I’m sure, under the old regime my
browser was pointed directly at the club’s secure website, (where the logs etc. are) and I
gave the public website a miss because it never changed and had nothing on it that really
mattered to me. Please remember however that now, the “Members” page on the public
website is where you’ll find essential documents and communications from club officers.
Please set your browser to http://www.bfgc.co.uk/members.html as your portal to the
secure website to make sure you are up to date with the latest club information.
Finally, as always, if you have any good suggestions for things you think ought to be
included on the website, then leave me an e-mail at webmaster@bfgc.co.uk.
Keith Clarke
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Ged’s Gems!
Thanks again go to Ged Terry for diligently scouring aviation publications to come
up with another crop of gems for us.
Not on my checklist!
“In my case, I have added items I consider important and easily forgotten. ‘Remove wallet’ is
one of those items. Sitting on my wallet during a long flight can cause severe back pain.
‘Unzip fly’ is another important preflight item, as it is difficult to accomplish during flight”.
from "Why Checklists?" by Tom Knauff - Gliding International, March 2008
The Pilot And The Priest
A priest dies and is waiting in line at the Pearly Gates. Ahead of him is a guy who's dressed in
sunglasses, a loud shirt, leather jacket and jeans.
Saint Peter addresses this cool guy. ' Who are you, so that I may know whether or not to
admit you to the Kingdom of Heaven?'
The guy replies, 'I’m Jack, retired airline pilot from Houston.'
Saint Peter consults his list. He smiles and says to the pilot, 'Take this silken robe and golden
staff and enter the Kingdom.' The pilot goes into Heaven with his robe and staff.
Next, it's the priest's turn. He stands erect and booms out, 'I am Father Bob, pastor of Saint
Mary's for the last 43 years.'
Saint Peter consults his list. He says to the priest, 'Take this cotton robe and wooden staff
and enter the Kingdom.’
'Just a minute,' says the good father. 'That man was a pilot and he gets a silken robe and
golden staff and I get only cotton and wood. How can this be?’
'Up here we go by results,' says Saint Peter. 'When you preached, people slept.
flew, people prayed.'

When he

Quick Quote
Both optimists and pessimists contribute to our society. An optimist invented the aeroplane
and a pessimist the parachute. - Gil Stern

All Right?
When you are flying, everything is all right or it is not all right.
If it is all right, there is no need to worry.
If it is not all right, one of two things will happen.
Either you will crash, or you will not crash.
If you do not crash, there is no need to worry.
If you do crash, one of two things is certain.
Either you will be injured or you will not be injured.
If you are not injured, there is no need to worry.
If you are injured, one of two things is certain.
Either you will recover, or you will not recover.
If you recover there is no need to worry.
If you don't recover, you can't worry.
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Trailer Troubles!
I well remember a long hot June and July in 2009! A lot
of flying was taking place, but not for me! Nigel
Harrison and I owned the Dart at the time and we’d
finally managed to get the trailer booked into the
workshop for some urgent TLC. There followed many
weeks of sawing, chiseling, hammering, chopping,
glueing, scraping, painting and waterproofing, as we
laboriously brought the old wooden trailer back up to
“perfection”. When we’d finished, it looked lovely, (see
below). Within months, it was as though we hadn’t
bothered and it was less than 2 years later that the
trailer broke in half and slumped into ruined despair on
the airfield!
Trailers are the physical embodiment of the
expression ‘sic transit gloria mundi’. They make the
Forth Bridge look like an easy job by comparison!
So, with the benefit of hindsight and bitter
experience, when I was looking to upgrade to a
fibre-glass aircraft, I diligently scoured the adverts
in search of a good sound trailer with a glider in it.
Not that it made much difference. I seriously think
I’ve spent more time and money on my trailer than
I have on my glider over the past 5 years. New
lights, new suspension, new brakes, new tyres, new
gas struts, the list seems to go on forever!
Sometimes, it seems like I’m just doomed to spend
my life pushing trailers uphill, like Sisyphus and his
rock, (only worse, because the wheels would inevitably keep falling off the trailer!)
A typical example of my troubled relationship with trailers happened a year or so ago. Along
with the new suspension, I’d had work done on the brakes in preparation for some
impending long tows to expedition sites. Once done, the “expert” who did the work said
that it was most important that I bring the trailer back after my summer trips, so that he
could check and adjust the brakes, which would have “settled in” by then and that it would
be dangerous to tow the glider if they weren’t working properly.
Fair enough! Never argue with an expert. Early one Wednesday morning, later that autumn,
I dutifully set off from home on the 45 minute trip to the gliding club and as dawn came up,
I was already at the airfield in my wellies, unpacking stuff from the trailer into the car in
high winds and horizontal rain. I then had to secure the glider ready for the road trip and
remove the wheel clamp, chocks, axle stand etc.
Once the trailer was ready, I
manhandled it through the mud from its parking splat onto the path, (which was pretending
to be a river by then) and hitched it to my car.
So, two hours after leaving home, there I was,
soaked to the skin and finally ready for the
hour’s drive to the trailer specialist - first on
the flooded local farm tracks to the M6, then
the M61 and M65 around to the other side of
Blackburn. I arrived there just after 11 am,
still pretty wet, parked in their car park and
set off to find the owner to get him to inspect
and test the trailer. “Won’t be a mo,” he
called from his office, as he chatted on the
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‘phone and finished his tea and cigarette. After about half an hour, (which I spent standing
around shivering in the car park), he finally tore himself away from the ‘phone, walked over
to the trailer, pulled once on the handbrake lever, said, “Oh! That’s fine. Doesn’t need
anything doing,” and walked straight off again, leaving me open-mouthed!!!!
The car park was too small to drive the trailer straight out, so it took me another good 20
minutes to disconnect everything, manoeuvre the trailer through 180 degrees in the tight
space, drive the car round it and re-connect again. Then, it was an hour’s drive back to the
club, another hour and a half struggling in the mud and rain at Chipping, with a tractor and
a lot of pushing and pulling to get the trailer back and secure on its parking place and then
a further 45 minutes to drive back home, wet, cold, very tired, very fed up and very out-ofpocket after all the diesel I'd used. All in all, a knackering, uncomfortable six-hour day for
the sake of one 2 second tug on a brake lever!! Un-be-lievable!!
It’s no wonder I view anything to do with trailers with a healthy dose of suspicion and
trepidation!
Keith Clarke

Glider Conspicuity
While at the BGA Conference, I attended a very interesting lecture by Dr Tony Head on glider
conspicuity to aid in seeing other gliders earlier.
The trials involved flying motor gliders towards each other to see when, or if, the other pilots
saw them against the sky. Amongst other tests, the target glider was decorated, first with no
colour i.e. all white, then with 3M day-glow and finally with mirror finish films applied:
• Day-glow made no improvement to spotting the target over a plain white glider.
• Mirror finish applied to leading edges and control surfaces made a definite improvement,
especially in sunny conditions. (It glinted).
• In daylight, strobes made no difference to seeing. The glider was spotted before the
strobes.
• A black underside was a big improvement when the target was thermal soaring.
• Finally, knowing where the glider was coming from (ie. where to look), did not improve
how quickly it was spotted, (see Flarm notes on page 7)
These trials replicate those conducted by the RAF with the Hawk jet. A red, white and blue
colour scheme was no better than plain grey camouflage, but black was much better. The
day-glow may be better against snow or the ground. Further trials are required.
If anyone wants more information, I would be happy to talk about any of the above in more
detail.
And a very final plea from the BGA - to avoid collision of a different kind. It is illegal to enter
an airfield ATZ without permission and if you are in a thermal on the extended centre line of
a runway without talking to Air Traffic, expect a very close encounter with a jet or powered
aircraft.
Paul Myers
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Webcam Corner!
On a recent trip to the club website,
Malcolm Baldwin was delighted to discover
this photo of a star-struck crow photobombing for the camera.
He sent it in and we think it must qualify
as the most unusual / amusing photo
taken by the club’s car park webcam.
Unless of course, you know different! If
you have a photo that you think could beat
it, please send it in.
(This could run and run! - Ed.)

BFGC in Wartime
Honestly Alan!
I spend months,
painstakingly rebuilding this
Capstan from scratch and all
you do is complain!

I’m not complaining I just think you’ve put my
seat back to front,
that’s all!

Oops!
When Roger had seen the
glossy advert for the
‘SuperDupa’ high-performance,
multi-plate, titanium disk
brake replacement kit, it had
all seemed such a good
investment. Now, he was
beginning to wish he’d left
things the way they were!
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World Record Shock!

All was going well for the Solar Impulse world record attempt at circumnavigating the
globe, until they made the mistake of landing in the UK for a quick stop-off and met up
with some “jobsworth” from the CAA. When he found out it had the wingspan of a Boeing
747, but only weighed just over 2 tons, had no jets or turbines and was stuffed full of
lithium batteries, he shot straight off to check his paperwork and Health and Safety
manuals.
Apparently, the configuration of the aircraft didn’t fit with any of the criteria in his little
red books and after a great deal of tangled thought and paper shuffling, he declared the
Solar Impulse to be a “manned drone”. He also decided that as he could find no
registered EASA Type Certificate for it, it couldn’t be flown in UK airspace and would have
to taxi across the country, going no faster than 15 mph and that a man with a red flag
would have to precede it for reasons of public safety and to prevent it scaring any horses!
As a result, the pilots, Piccard and Borschberg, have had to re-route the entire European
leg of their circumnavigation so that they only fly over non-EASA compliant countries in
the EU, (although Greece may still be a possibility). Piccard was asked to comment on
the decision and EASA in general, but I’m afraid we are unable to print his reply here.

Editor’s Endbit
And so ends the March 2015 edition of the BFGC newsletter! I hope you enjoyed reading it.
As usual, a big thank you to all the contributors for their articles. If you haven’t
contributed to this issue, please start preparing now, so you can share your memories and
experiences with us next time. The deadline date for the next issue will be Sunday 7th
June and I look forward to hearing from you. As always, you don’t have to wait until then.
Send me your contributions at any time and I’ll keep them safe until the next deadline.
Please send all copy to soaringkeith@gmail.com I look forward to seeing it!
Keith Clarke - Editor

